Opportunities for Greater Depth/Challenge
Use of census materials and research to complete in-depth report of living conditions
for the poor.
Debate: Should workhouses exist today?
Inheritance: design a new breed of dog - inherited traits/genes from parents, personality, appearance.
Autumn 1
Enquiry
TASC wheel: Rich/poor investigation (compare, contrast, explain, analyse, debate, examine)
TASC: inventions (create, invent, design, justify, assess, evaluate)
Mantle of the Expert: Establish a workhouse: local factory has closed down. Create
landscape/town plan; plot location of workhouse; investigate food - costings; size of
workhouse; how will they make money - jobs; cameo of families.
Cholera outbreak in town: how will they contain it?; causes; effects on families;

Overview
Study of Victorian period : chronology, literature, life of rich/poor
Eng
Short Stories—some with Victorian theme.
Debate - Should Workhouses Exist Today?
Biography/Autobiography/Diary
Class Novel: Street Child

Maths
Victorian census: Statistics - reading tables, drawing graph, interpreting data, population, infant mortality

Outcomes and Impact
Computing—E-Safety
Victorian report. Children plan an investigation.
Present findings to others

History

Art

Music

Hi2/2.2 Extended chronological study

Art 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

Mu 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6



Use of sources: artefacts, census





Music Hall



Inventions: electric light, telephone,
telegram, camera, train, cinema



Music from Oliver - Lionel
Bart



Industrial Revolution: move to towns,
housing, sanitation, disease



Way of life: rich and poor
comparison education, housing, food



Factory/Education Acts:
improvements, consequences



Countries of UK: countries,
cities, land use patterns,
change over time

Move to towns: types of
settlement, trade

Science
Sc6/2.3 Evolution



Inheritance

Victorian artists: identification
from paintings, Morris, Van
Gogh, Monet, Constable



William Morris: wallpaper
design, repeating patterns,
illuminated script/lettering

Ge2/1.1 Locational Knowledge



Charles Darwin


Geography

Ge2/3.1 Human and physical
geography



Drawing in pencil. Shading
techniques.

RE

PSHE & Citizenship

PE

Islam:

We’re all stars:

Tag Rugby

Beliefs and practices
What is the best way for a
Muslim to show commitment to God?

It’s our world



Local democracy



Rights and responsibilities



Environmental awareness



Sustainability issues

Visitors/Visits
Sc6/2.1 Living Things

Classification

Keys

Scientific developments - changes

Design Technology


Pipe Bridge visit: design,
colour, architecture, influence



Brunel: Clifton Suspension
Bridge, design



Design/ construct own bridge



Inventions

Killhope Mine

Language
Legacy, change, chronological order, primary source, secondary source, trend,
similarity, difference, compare, monarch, evolution, inheritance, artefact, census,

